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PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSAL
Through this proposal, we intend to let you know of our process as well as our Digital Marketing
Services, including Facebook, as well as Google Ads Services where you can get a brief insight of
what will be done on Google Ads and How it can benefit your business After going through this
proposal, you will be able to understand how our Trained and Certified Marketing and Ads Experts
will go about forming a Brand Image and Identity of your products on the above-mentioned Social
Media Platforms, creating a Good audience base, generating engagements to your Page and
Accounts, and helping in achieving quality sales for your business with Organic and Paid Ads Reach.
The strategies that our experts follow will be in line with your business goals as you have mentioned in
the Job Description
Our team comprises specialists, who can really help your business tap into the advantages that online
advertising has to offer. We are extremely particular about getting into the nitty-gritty, data analysis,
driving traffic, and seeing ‘clicks’ getting metamorphosed into clients. However, we understand that not
all businesses are same and therefore, we are fully attuned to the need of thinking differently to come
up with clear reports and result-driven actions. Ultimately, the results and the success that we
guarantee to you is what matters most to us.
Some benefits Facebool Marketing will give to your business are:
Easily market your products to the right audience at the right marketplace.
Showcasing your Customer Base and create Goodwill and Brand Identity
Engaging with High potential buyers who are searching similar products on the web
Maintaining communication and understanding their behavior and strictly deliver content according to
them
Providing customer delight by maintaining an easy point of communication.

Included in this proposal
You’ll know the respective benefits and value these platforms can add to your business:
Search Engine Optimization and Marketing Strategy
Facebook Ads Strategy
Google Ads Strategy
Video Marketing Strategy

Search Engine Optimization Plan
Search Engine Optimization (Organic SEO):

Step 1: Keywords Analysis
Keywords analysis is one of the most important part in digital marketing or internet or web
marketing. The keywords will be related to your business type and your requirements.

Step 2: Competitor Analysis
We need to analysis the competition with your current and potential competitors. To get
maximum and efficient outputs. In Competitor Analysis, we analyse your product/ service
with your competitors to get the real taste of the market. Competitor analysis marketing plays
a vital role in improving services or product that you are providing or wish to provide.
Competitor Analysis helps you to understand what your competitor is doing right now. It
helps to improve the performance in future.

Step 3: SEO Friendly Website Design Analysis
We need to analysis the development part of the website to make it search engine as well as user
friendly. Search engines are limited in how they crawl the web and interpret content. A webpage
doesn't always look the same to you and me as it looks to a search engine. In this section, we'll
focus on specific technical aspects of building (or modifying) web pages so they are structured for
both search engines and human visitors alike. Proper suggestions will be provided by us then this
can either be done at your side or we can provide you a developer on in-house basis (additional
charges will be applicable).

Step 4: On Page Optimization
Once we finalized the keywords, we will optimize the website with the below-mentioned on- page
SEO techniques. This includes:
List of SEO
Activities

Detailed Activities
Page Title, Meta Keywords ,Meta Description
Duplicate Content Check
Google Penalty Check
Inbound and Outbound Link Analysis

Activities for OnPage Optimization

Indexed Pages Check
Sitemap & RSS Feed
Check the Broken Links
Canonical Optimization
Speed Optimization
CSS Optimization
Robots.Txt
HTML & XML Sitemaps
RSS Feeds
Image and Interlink Optimization
URL Rewriting
HTML Validation
Landing Page Creation
Site Navigation & Control Flow Optimization

Integration of Social Media buttons like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.
Rich Snippet
404/301 Analysis
No-Follow Links Optimization
Local Listing Promotion Activities: Here we mention some activities through which we can
promote our website locally.
Local SEO Promotion Activities

Activities Local SEO
Promotion/Optimization

Details of Activities
Organize the Local Promotions Strategies (
Though we have strategies, if required then will
update accordingly)
Promotions on the Local Websites &
Directories
Optimization of Yahoo Maps Listings
Local Listings on Bing Search Engines
Google Maps Review Submissions
Customer Reviews/Testimonials on Local Business
Directories

Step 5: Google Webmaster Tool
In this step, we suggest the use of “Google Webmaster Tool” or “Google Search Console” for your
website. This tool will help analyze the website’s health, backlinks’ conditions and other SEOrelated work of your website.

Step 6: Google Analytics Tool
In this step, we suggest the use of “Google Analytics Tool” for your website. This tool will help
analyze the website’s traffic. Google Analytics is one of the top, most powerful tools out there for
monitoring and analyzing traffic on your website. It gives you an enormous amount of information
about who is visiting your site, what they are looking for, and how they are getting to your site.
We have mentioned in detail about Google Analytics in another section.

Step 7: Off Page Optimization
The concept behind Off Page Optimization is creating good qualitative backlinks to generate more
organic traffic. So, to achieve this we will be performing activities listed below. This will help us get
ranked with the targeted keywords in SERPs.

List of SEO Activities

Detailed
Activities
Local Directory Submission
Citations

Activities for SEO Off
Page Optimization

Article Submission & Promotion
Press Release Submission & Promotion
Infographic creation & Submission
PPTs/PDFs creation & Submission
Small Video Creation & Submission
Offsite Blog Submission
Social Bookmarking
Social Sharing
Image Sharing (if required)
Podcast Creation & Submission
Review Posting
Business Profile Creation
Classified Creation & Submission

Local/ Niche Directory Submission – this will help us to get ranked on location based keywords
Citations –We need to create citation for your business. A citation is an online reference to your
business's name, address and phone number (NAP). Like links to your website, Google uses
them when evaluating the online authority of your business.
Article Submission– We will require unique keyword optimized articles about your product,
service or area of expertise and then we will be getting them published on other sites with a link
pointing back to our site.
Press Release Submission - Press releases are great marketing tools to increase a business’s
web presence and for increasing your website’s overall effectiveness. These are great ways to
communicate to the web who and what your business does.

Infographic creation & Submission – We need to create infographics. Infographics are graphic
visual representations of information, data or knowledge intended to present information quickly and
clearly. They can improve cognition by utilizing graphics to enhance the human visual system's ability
to see patterns and trends. They are great ways to attract the viewers and increase the visitors.
PPTs/PDFs creation & Submission- We need to create PPTs and PDFs to generate more
awareness about your business.
Small Video Creation & Submission-Video gives you the opportunity to interact with your customers
by allowing them to get to know you and your business, and feel comfortable with you. According to
the research, video is 53 times more likely than text pages to appear on the first page of a search
engine.
Blog Post Submission-We need to create at least one blog per week. This will be useful for internal
linking as well as spreading the word about our products and services. Blogs can also build up
awareness about our brand if we share them in social media profiles.
Social Bookmarking – This helps a website to get indexed faster by helping website’s internal
pages to crawl easily from the search engine’s spiders.
Social Sharing- Placing Social Sharing widgets on your web or mobile pages, allows your customers
to easily share your articles, products, and other content with their social networks. This helps to
transform your visitors into true brand ambassadors as they voluntarily drive referral traffic to your
website.
Image Sharing– Image sharing helps in getting traffic as well as backlink for a website. It is more
effective way to attract visitors then text sharing. It’s currently a hot method of getting backlinks and
traffic.
Podcast Creation & Submission-We need to create a digital audio file and making it available on
the Internet for downloading to a computer or portable media player. It helps to generate unique
content for your website which leads to generate more traffic.
Review Posting- We need to write the reviews of your products and brands and then submit it to
different review submitting sites, So that your website will get some good reviews about your products
and brands. Customer reviews and ratings are essential items in the SEO’s tool belt,
Business Profile – We need to create your business profiles to generate brand awareness.
Classified– We need to create classifieds and get them submitted to different site to grab the attention
of the desired visitor and generate traffic.

Step 8: Reporting and Maintenance
In this step, we will analyze the overall SEO work of the month and create a monthly report of
your website. Below are a few reports that we will include in our monthly reporting plan:

Google Analytics –


Goal Conversion Report



Traffic Report



Geo-targeting Report



Multiple Device Analysis Report



Insight Report

Step 9: Keyword Ranking Report


Manually search the targeted keywords ranking to analyses their status in SERPs

Step 10: Content Marketing
Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing valuable,
relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly-defined audience — and, ultimately, to
drive profitable customer action.
In current time Google is more concerned about the content and its marketing strategies. So as there
are so many websites on which we can promote our website content but still there are some on which
we can provide you better conversion rate.
Shareable content drives create awareness for your brand. If your content engages readers they
will share it via their social accounts, email or word-of-mouth as a recommendation. Everyone is an
influencer today!

Success Factors:
Content drives results from SEO. Google has made this important since 1998 when it launched.
Content became, and still is, king since websites are content and being found relies on content.
Content drives purchases. We base our decisions on online content when shopping
online or researching for offline purchases.

Syndicated content drives purchases. Content marketing strategy is much broader than your site
though, and includes content on social networks, online publishers, comparison sites, blogs and
many other types of site which help engagement and influence sales.
User generated content drives purchases. Buyer behavior has changed, we now want to reference
wider opinion from others like us about products and services, whether rating sites, blogs or social
networks – buyers dig out content to help their decision making.
Content on a range of platforms drives purchases. The importance of the internet continues to
increase as technology (especially smart phones and tablets) evolve and we evolve with them.

Content Marketing Tools:
There are basically two types by which we can promote content on different platforms:

Free Content Marketing Tools: In free marketing tools we have so many platforms on which
we can promote content both On-site as well as Off-site.
In Offsite Platforms we have Tumblr, WordPress, and Content MX etc. In these website we will
publish the content for gaining more marketing experience.
After that we will promote live URL’s on Social media accounts to gain more user engagement.
Paid Content Marketing Tools:
In Paid marketing tools we can promote the content on Taboola, Outbrain, and Rev Content
etc. These tools can provide good amount of traffic

Google Analytics for Conversion
As explained along in step 6 of SEO, Google Analytics will help us to analyze the site current traffic and
conversion status.

Google Analytics will tell you What people are doing
 The impact and performance of every feature and page modifications done
 Where the site is leaking money

Our Google Analytics Services include:
1. Website & Business Audit:

The Audit process consists of understanding business goals, deliverables towards
creating/ defining the Project Plan and research on the website from a technical/business
perspective by going over your current implementation (if any) and identifying
configuration and data tracking gaps
 Looking at your marketing and traffic channels to ensure proper segmentation
practices are in place
 Reviewing your analytics strategy and implementation planning
2. Google Analytics Implementation:

Implementing the Google Analytics code on your individual web-pages involves:






Google Analytics account creation
Website technical analysis
Site structure definition
Implementation/modification of the Google Analytics code
Ads Analytics account linking

3. Google Analytics Configuration:

Google Analytics allows for certain customizations and configurations that enhance
reporting for your website. These include:








Creating custom profiles in Google Analytics account
Implementing filters to exclude misleading data
Campaign tracking variables for measurement of campaign effectiveness
Designing funnels to lead visitors from landing page to conversion goal
Customizing reports using filters
Report scheduling
Internal site search tracking




E-commerce tracking
User-defined segmentation

4. Consulting & Business Analytics:

Our consulting services include an advanced setup of features such as goal setting and conversions
tracking, e-commerce integration and content optimizer by:









Defining your website’s key performance indicators
Designing the best analytics solution to achieve your business objectives
Interpreting reports for informed decisions on business
Measuring & optimizing online marketing
Landing pages’ optimization for design & content
Visitor behavior and trends analysis
Competitive data analysis
Visitor profiling

5. Setting up of Goals and Events:

Based on your business goals and the type of information we'll be tracking, we'll come
up with, and integrate, the proper goals and events within Google Analytics.
6. Funnel Setup and Analysis:
a. We'll configure your conversion/transaction funnel within Google Analytics so

you can easily see how users progress through those critical areas.
b. Once your funnel has been established, we'll analyze the traffic as it goes
through your funnel and make the necessary recommendations for
improvement.
7. Social Reporting Integration:

We'll perform the proper integration techniques to ensure your social media traffic is
being captured and reported correctly.
8. Site speed reporting:

A key performance element for your site is the load time of your pages. We'll help
assess that and make the necessary recommendations for improvement.
9. Visitor segment bounce rate reporting:

We'll take a look at your various visitor types and analyze why they might be leaving
your site before your intended CTA.

10. Website call tracking:

We'll setup Google Analytics to properly report on any call tracking you may currently
be doing.
11. Channel attribution reporting:

What traffic sources eventually lead to a conversion on your site? We'll help you
determine that so you know which traffic sources to invest more in.
12. Geo-profiling insights:

It's important to have a clear understanding of not only what your users do while on
your website, but also where they're coming from. Knowing the locations of your users
can help determine your next successful marketing campaign or product launch.

Paid Ads Marketing – Social Media:
One of the most effective and essential online marketing strategies that every business should take
advantage of is Paid Search Marketing. We can also go for various paid marketing options in near future
(if required) as per our budget or requirement. Tools like Google Ads, Facebook Paid marketing,
LinkedIn marketing, remarketing etc.

FACEBOOK ADS:
Facebook advertising provides you the opportunity to really hone in on your audience. You’re able to
use your CRM data to create look-alike audiences with the help of Facebook’s data—which means
you’re able to reach new people who are similar to your customer base, and are likely to be interested in
your business. We can choose audience as per our interest, age groups, demographics, gender and
may more. Budget is on either daily basis or weekly basis.
A 3-step approach to social media advertising is critical for your business: The social media advertising
blueprint is broken up into three distinct stages:
 Awareness (Top-of-the-funnel or TOFU)
 Consideration (Middle-of-the-funnel or MOFU)
 Conversion (Bottom-of-the-funnel or BOFU)

Facebook Paid Ads Types
Facebook ads help to generate:
Facebook Page Engagement— Ads that boost your posts and increase likes,
comments, shares, video plays, and photo views.
Facebook Page Likes— Ads to build your audience on Facebook.
Clicks to Website— Ads to encourage people to visit your website.
Website Conversions— Ads to promote specific actions for people to take on your website;
you’ll need a conversion-tracking pixel to measure your results.
Facebook Live-Live lets people, public figures and Pages share live video with their followers
and friends on Facebook. It is available to all Pages and profiles on Facebook for iOS, Android,
and Mentions. According to the latest update to Facebook News Feed, Facebook Live videos
are more likely to appear higher in News Feed when those videos are actually live, compared to
after they are no longer live.

Facebook Marketing Strategy:
 Segmentation
 Ads Optimization
 Scheduling Your Campaigns
 Managing Your Budget
 Segmentation – Target Audience according to business area and services.
 Optimize Your Ads – Tell the Right Story
 Scheduling Your Campaigns: Our ads well show different results based on day of the week

you are running them. So that we can schedule our ads as according to target audience
type.
 Managing Your Budget Wisely

Bidding optimization:
 Clicks to Website: This means that when people click your advert, they'll go to your website.
 Bid for clicks: To show your advert to the people most likely to click on it.
 Bid for impressions: Use this option if you're looking to build awareness and want to

optimize for maximum reach and best when you are micro-targeting, such as when using
Custom Audiences in your adverts.
 Bid for website conversions: Best for getting specific conversions on your website and
encouraging people to do specific things, such as sign up for a newsletter or make a product
purchase

Facebook Video Ads

Types of Ads

Details

Facebook Video

Promote videos that show behind-the-scenes footage,
product launches or customer stories to raise awareness
about your brand.

Facebook Canvas

Canvas is an immersive mobile experience on Facebook
for businesses to tell their stories and showcase their
products.
Canvas is linked to a feed unit that runs in News Feed.
Feed units are based on the Link Page Post format and
can use either a photo or video.

Instagram Video

Promoting Videos on Instagram helps you to increase
likers on Facebook. People getting engaged with video
increases the page likes over Facebook which leads to
brand awareness and other goals achievement.

Bidding optimization:
 Clicks to Website: This means that when people click your advert, they'll go to your website.
 Bid for clicks: To show your advert to the people most likely to click on it.
 Bid for impressions: Use this option if you're looking to build awareness and want to

optimize for maximum reach and best when you are micro-targeting, such as when using
Custom Audiences in your adverts.
 Bid for website conversions: Best for getting specific conversions on your website and
encouraging people to do specific things, such as sign up for a newsletter or make a product
purchase.

Facebook Paid Marketing Action Plan
How it will be done

I.

Week 1:

 Account creation, Budget Addition, and Revamp
Facebook Page Creation/ Revamp, Graphic Creation (Image and Video), Graphic Approval,
Facebook and WhatsApp Messenger Setup, Message Ads Set-up, Audience setup, and
Campaign Creation.

 Ad Format:
Image and video

II.

Week 2-3

 Ad Objective: Reach Ads/Brand Awareness Ads
Here, the main aim would be to reach maximum people in your targeted location and communicate
that they would get consultancy related to Property Sales.

III.

Week 4-5

 Ad Objective: Leads Ads
Here, the process of Revenue Generation starts. In these ads, customers will order products after
interacting with the ads.
Can be done in three steps:
i. We can set Messenger Chats (either in WhatsApp / Facebook), where the traffic after
interacting with the ad, clicks on Message Button, sees the details (if any), and submits the
details of their requirements and they are going to be contacted later with the various
products/services and are going to be converted. (In this case, instant contact needs to be
made and the main aim is to get the contact details of people looking for Roofing Services.)
ii. Second one is when a customer just shares their Mobile Number and Address and later
they are contacted to know the requirements and then they are converted. (Easiest and
most affordable step but with the lowest conversion process due to zero Customer
Experience. But you can generate more customer contacts at lowest costs.) ** Should be
avoided if budget is not an issue
Week 6-7

 Ad Objective: Leads and Remarketing Ads (provided Landing Page/Website is there)
 Lead Ads remain the same as above.
 Remarketing ads are those that will be used to target people who initiated a message but
did not order or convert. These are those who are interested but bounced off due to issues
(like trust, traditional beliefs, etc.). We will use these ads to target such audiences.
Again, the conversion process remains the same.

PPC Marketing with Google Ads
What is PPC?
PPC stands for pay-per-click, a model of internet marketing in which advertisers pay a fee each time
one of their ads is clicked. Essentially, it's a way of buying visits to your site, rather than attempting
to “earn” those visits organically, usually via an advertising platform such as Google Ads.
Search engine advertising is one of the most popular forms of PPC.
Google Ads covers as much as 80% internet users in the world. With Google Ads, you will be able
to reach your customers at the precise moment they’re looking for your products or services. When
users search on Google, they’re demonstrating which products they’re interested in. With Ads, your
customers will see your ad next to relevant search results they’re requested. In addition, your ads
could also appear on relevant search and content sites within the Google Network.

Types of Google Ads Campaigns
Campaigns

Details

Search Network with Display Select

The "Search Network with Display Select" campaign type
helps you reach people as they use Google search or visit
sites across the web.

Search Network only

Ads in a "Search Network only" campaign appear near
Google search results and other Google sites when people
search for terms that are relevant to your ad’s keywords.

Display Network only

"Display Network only" campaigns are best if you'd like to
show ads on websites and apps when your keywords are
related to the sites' content.

Video

Video campaigns let you show video ads on their own or
within other streaming video content on YouTube and
across the Google Display Network.

Universal app

In universal app campaigns, you’re able to optimize your
targeting and bidding for specific campaign objectives —
whether that's getting more app users or more in-app actions
from your new users.

Targeting
Location and language- We need to target the audience according to your need of customers.
We will use location and language settings to have your ads appear to customers in your
targeted geographic locations, or to customers who have selected your targeted language as
their interface language. Language settings allow you to put your ads on Google products and
third-party websites in the languages that your customers speak.
Ad Extensions- Ad extensions are a type of ad format that show extra information about your
business. Some can be added manually and other are automated.
Similar to higher ad positions, ad extensions give your ad more prominence on the search
results page. This additional prominence has two main benefits:


Improved visibility: Ad extensions tend to improve your ad’s visibility.



More value: Ad extensions often increase your total number of clicks by improving the
click through rate (CTR) of your ads. They provide valuable ways for users to learn more
about your business or interact with your ad, such as making a phone call to your
business or providing more links to your website.

Automated Extensions- Ads creates and displays the automated extensions formats when it
predicts that they’ll improve your ad’s performance. No setup is required, so the option to create
automated doesn’t appear in the drop-down menu of the Ad extensions tab.
Ad Scheduling- We would schedule your ad to show whenever a customer searches online
accordingly. Or perhaps if you only want to show your ad on certain days, or during business hours
when you’re there to handle customer inquiries.\
Ad Rotation and Frequency Capping- We will use this to determine how often your active ads
get delivered in relation to one another in an ad group. Using frequency capping with Display Network
Campaigns to set a limit on the number of times your ad appears to a unique visitor.

WORK SAMPLES

